In this paper we extend the result obtained in AKR98] (see also AKR96a]) on the representation of the intrinsic pre-Dirichlet form E ? of the Poisson measure in terms of the extrinsic one E ? ;H X . More precisely, replacing by a Gibbs measure on the con guration space ? X we derive a relation between the intrinsic pre-Dirichlet form E ? of the measure and the extrinsic one E P ;H X . As a consequence we prove the closability of E ? on L 2 (? X ; ) under very general assumptions on the interaction potential of the Gibbs measures .
Introduction
In the recent papers AKR96a], AKR96b], AKR98], and AKR97a] analysis and geometry on con guration spaces ? X over a Riemannian manifold X, i.e, ? X := f X j j \ Kj < 1 for any compact K Xg; was developed. One of the consequences of the discussed approach was a description of the well-known equilibrium process on con guration spaces as the Brownian motion associated with a Dirichlet form of the Poisson measure with intensity measure on B(X). This form is canonically associated with the introduced geometry on con guration spaces and is called intrinsic Dirichlet form of the measure .
On the other hand there is a well-known realization (canonical isomorphism) of the Hilbert space L 2 (? X ; ) and the corresponding Fock space where Exp n L 2 (X; ) denotes the n-fold symmetric tensor product of L 2 (X; ) and Exp n L 2 (X; ) := C . This isomorphism produces natural operations in L 2 (? X ; ) as images of the standard Fock space operators, see e.g., KSSU98] and references therein. In particular, we can consider the image of the annihilation operator from the Fock space as a natural version of a \gradient" operator in L 2 (? X ; ). The di erentiable structure in L 2 (? X ; ) which appears in this way we consider as external because it is produced via transportation from the Fock space.
As was shown in AKR98, Section 5] the intrinsic Dirichlet form of the measure can be represented also in terms of the external Dirichlet form E P ;H X with coe cient H X (the Dirichlet operator associated with on X) which uses this external di erentiable structure, i.e., As a result we have a full spectral description of the corresponding Dirichlet operator H ? which is the generator of the equilibrium process on ? X .
If we change the Poisson measure to a Gibbs measure on the conguration space ? X which describes the equilibrium of interacting particle systems, the corresponding intrinsic Dirichlet form can still be used for constructing the corresponding stochastic dynamics (cf. AKR97a, Section 5]) or for constructing a quantum in nite particle Hamiltonian in models of quantum elds theory, see AKR97b] .
The aim of this paper is to show that even for the interacting case there is a transparent relation between the intrinsic Dirichlet form and the extrinsic one, see Theorem 5.1. The proof is based on the Nguyen-Zessin characterization of Gibbs measure (cf. NZ79, Theorem 2] or Proposition 5.2 below) which on a heuristic level can be considered as a consequence of the Mecke identity (cf. Mec67, Satz 3.1]), see Remark 5.3 below for more details.
As a consequence of the mentioned relation we prove the closability of the pre-Dirichlet form (E ? ; FC 1 b (D; ?)) on L 2 (? X ; ), where is a tempered grand canonical Gibbs measure, see Section 2 for this notion. It turns out that this result is obtained as a \lifting" of the closable Dirichlet forms on X. We would like to emphasize that we achieve this result under a general condition (see (6.2) below) on the potential which is not covered by condition (A.6) in Osa96]. The closability is crucial (for physical reasons, see AKR97b], and) for applying the general theory of Dirichlet forms including the construction of a corresponding di usion process (cf. MR92]) which models an in nite particle system with (possibly) very singular interactions (cf. AKR97a]).
Another motivation for deriving Theorem 5.1 is to use this result for studying spectral properties of Hamiltonians of intrinsic Dirichlet forms associated with Gibbs measures. This will be implemented in a forthcoming paper.
Preliminaries and Framework
In this section we describe some facts about probability measures on con guration spaces which are necessary later on.
Let X be a connected, oriented C 1 (non-compact) Riemannian manifold.
For each point x 2 X, the tangent space to X at x will be denoted by T x X; and the tangent bundle will be denoted by TX = x2X T x X. The Riemannian metric on X associates to each point x 2 X an inner product on T x X which we denote by h ; i TxX and the associated norm will be denoted by j j TxX .
Let m denote the volume element.
O(X) is de ned as the family of all open subsets of X and B(X) denotes the corresponding Borel -algebra. O c (X) and B c (X) denote the systems of all elements in O(X), B(X) respectively, which have compact closures.
Let ? := ? X be the set of all locally nite subsets in X:
? X := f X j j \ Kj < 1 for any compact K Xg:
We will identify with the positive integer-valued measure then we have a nite intensity measure on X, and in this case the corresponding measure will be concentrated on nite con gurations. The latter can be considered as a degenerated case which can be reduced to nite dimensional analysis on every subset of n-particle con gurations. 3 Intrinsic geometry on Poisson space
We recall some results to be used below from AKR98], AKR96b] to which we refer for the corresponding proofs and more details. where x 7 ! (r X v ')(x) = hr X '(x); v(x)i TX is the usual directional derivative on X along the vector eld v and r X denotes the gradient on X.
The logarithmic derivative of the measure is given by the vector eld := r X log = r X = (where = 0 on f = 0g). Then the logarithmic derivative of along v is the function x 7 ! v (x) = h (x); v(x)i TxX + div X v(x), where div X denotes the divergence on X w.r.t. the volume element m. Analogously, we de ne div X as the divergence on X w.r.t. , i.e., div X is the dual operator on L 2 ( ) := L 2 (X; ) of r X . De nition 3.2 For any v 2 V 0 (X) we de ne the logarithmic derivative of along v as the following function on ? : Remark 4.1 In probability theory the functions Q n ( ; f (n) ) are called the n-multiple stochastic integrals of f (n) with respect to the compensated Poisson process generated by the Poisson measure , see e.g. NV95] .
There is an alternative approach to the chaos decomposition on the Poisson space which uses the concept of generalized Appell systems, see e.g. KSS97] .
The following proposition shows that the operators r P ' and r P ' play the role of the annihilation resp. creation operators in the Fock space ExpL 2 ( ).
Proposition 4.2 For all '; 2 D, n 2 N the following formulas hold r P Q n ( ; ' n ) = n('; ) L 2 ( ) Q n?1 ( ; ' (n?1) ) (4.6) r P Q n ( ; ' n ) = Q n+1 ( ; ' n^ ); 2 ?; (4.7) where ' n^ means the symmetric tensor product of ' n and . For any contraction B in L 2 ( ) it is possible to de ne an operator ExpB as a contraction in ExpL 2 ( ) which in any n-particle subspace Exp n L 2 ( ) is given by B B (n times Let us consider the special case of the second quantization operator dExpA, where the one-particle operator A coincides with the Dirichlet operator H X generated by the measure on X. Then we have the following theorem which relates the intrinsic Dirichlet operator H ? and the operator H P H X . Then we use the Mecke identity to transform the right hand side of the above equality into
The rigorous proof in NZ79] is obtained as a formalization of the heuristic computations above.
Closability of intrinsic Dirichlet forms
In this section we will prove the closability of the intrinsic Dirichlet form There is an obvious generalization of Theorem 6.1 to the case where a Riemannian manifold X is replacing R d , to be formulated in terms of local charts. Since here we are only interested in the \if part" of Theorem 6.1, we now recall a slightly weaker su cient condition for closability in the general case where X is a manifold as before. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the line of arguments in MR92, Chap. II, Subsection 2a] (see also ABR89, Theorem 4.2] for details). We emphasize that (6.4) e.g. always holds, if 1 is lower semicontinuous, and that neither in Theorem 6.1 nore 1 in Theorem 6.2 is required to have full support, so e.g. 1 is not necessarily strictly positive m-a.e. on X.
We are now ready to prove the closability of (E ? ; FC 1 b (D; ?)) on L 2 ( ) under the above assumption. To prove Claim 1 we rst note that for -a.e. 2 ? ( ) < 1; as follows immediately from (5.4) (taking h( ; x) := 11 (x) for x2 X, 2 ?), since 2 G 1 gc ( ; ). Therefore, for -a.e. 2 ? which by (6.5) can be made arbitrarily small for k large enough.
Remark 6.4 The above method to prove closability of pre-Dirichlet forms on con guration spaces ? X extends immediately to the case where X is replaced by an in nite dimensional \manifold" such as the loop space (cf. MR97]).
